No evidence of INI1hSNF5 (SMARCB1) and PARVG point mutations in oligodendroglial neoplasms.
Allelic losses of chromosome 22 found in oligodendrogliomas suggest that at least one tumor suppressor gene on chromosome 22 is inactivated during the multistep process of tumorigenesis in this glial tumor. INI1hSNF5 (HUGO symbol: SMARCB1), located at 22q11, encodes a component of the ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling hSWI-SNF complex; it is a tumor suppressor gene that is mutated in several malignant tumors. The PARVG gene, located at 22q13, has been found to exhibit reduced expression in some cancer lines. Both genes are thus candidate tumor suppressors, potentially involved in the pathogenesis of gliomas. We performed mutation analyses of INI1hSNF5 and PARVG in a series of 40 oligodendrogliomas, but only sequence polymorphic variations were identified. Accordingly, INI1hSNF5 and PARVG do not seem to be the tumor suppressor genes involved in oligodendroglioma development and progression.